The 6th Annual Claremont Forum Humanum Seminar

Forum Humanum Seminar
Thursday, February 21st, 2019

Albrecht Auditorium, Claremont Graduate University
Southwest corner of Tenth Street and Dartmouth Avenue, Claremont, California

1:00 pm
Andrea Loffi (University of Trento)
Is Humanity Worthy of Respect in Itself?

Emily Hodges (Brown University)
Humanity as the Development of Intersubjective Giving and Receiving

2:00
Hasse Hämäläinen (Jagiellonian University, Kraków)
Conscience and Moral Cognition: What Distinguishes Us from Machines

Nathan Schradle (The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Reframing Religion in the Algorithmic Age

3:00
Coffee

3:30
Liu Yue (University of Macau)
The Paradoxical Self: A Dilemma for artificial general intelligence

Guelfo Carbone (Sapienza, Rome)
Digital technology and Embodiment: The Flesh as Paradigm

4:30
Coffee

5:00
Jordan Daniels (Emory University)
Walter Benjamin on Human Transience

Lucas Scott Wright (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Broken Mirrors, Distorted Reflections: Anthropomorphism, the Recovery of the Concrète of the Human in 20th Century Philosophy, and the Challenge to Post-Humanist Affect Theory

6:00
Amy Kings (Keele University)
Challenging the Uniqueness of Humanity in an Age of a Changing Climate

Michael Lodato (Indiana University, Bloomington)
Why Gender Antirealists Can Be Essentialists: Introducing an Inclusive Theory of Human Nature